
FromCounsel Training. The best-in-class legal training
resource.

What is FromCounsel Training?
FC Training is a subscription service providing access to a library of
maintained e-learning courses via a feature-rich and easy-to-use
platform. 

Our e-learning modules provide problem-focussed training. By
incorporating engaging visuals, audio and interactive elements, FC
Training caters for all types of learners with the emphasis being on
practical application and engagement, so users ‘learn by doing’.

The FC Training platform includes easy-to-use search and filtering
tools. Coupled with clearly outlined learning objectives, the
platform allows for easy identification of relevant training and
efficient recording of competency requirements. In addition, users
and team leaders have immediate access to helpful usage data and
metrics.

FC Training blends the collective expertise of experienced lawyers
and top-ranked barristers at the forefront of their fields. With
modules written by leading barristers at Erskine Chambers, such as
distributions by Andrew Thornton KC, and directors’ duties and
conflicts by Ben Shaw KC and Nigel Dougherty, FC Training provides
practitioners with an unrivalled, first-class online training solution. 

What does FromCounsel Training cover? 
FC Training is launching with Corporate E-Learning and will
expand to other practice areas.

The sessions cover black-letter law and transaction subjects and
are targeted at a range of knowledge levels from introductory to
the more complex, with greater detail and a more technical
focus. The courses are designed to provide key foundational
legal knowledge, ensuring practitioners have a solid grasp of the
law and practice required to confidently deliver common
transactions. More advanced sessions allow users to further
build on that knowledge to approach more challenging areas.

FC Corporate Training

Enables learning by doing

Designed for today’s
working patterns

Training from the experts

Saves internal time and
resources

Maintained content

Easy-to-use portal

Show investment in your
people

Aligns with core
competencies 

For further details and to arrange a demo, please contact your
FromCounsel contact or use the email below.

corporate@fromcounsel.com | www.fromcounsel.com

At a glance



Save internal time and resources
By outsourcing the training covered by FC,
you can free your internal staff for other
activities and make the most of your in-
person training opportunities.

Maintained content
FC maintain and update the training
content, which reduces the burden of
internal updating and ensures your team
are up to date.

Designed for today’s working patterns
Learning that works in remote and hybrid
environments but avoids the usual
downside of lack of engagement with online
training. Pause and restart means training
can be done in bite-sized or longer blocks as
preferred.

Why you should subscribe to FromCounsel Training

Enables learning by doing
Built with test elements focusing on the
application of learning rather than the
power of recall.

Training from the experts
Training is written by the market-leading FC
team which, provides quality consistency
and enables leaders to be confident in the
knowledge and skills the training delivers.

For further details and to arrange a demo, please contact your
FromCounsel contact or use the email below.

corporate@fromcounsel.com | www.fromcounsel.com

Easy-to-use portal
FC supports the administration and
management of your legal training
programme and provides dashboards to
monitor course status and learner progress.

Show investment in your people 
Investing in high-quality, easy-to-use
training, that is focused on the end user and
practical implementation, shows that you
care about your staff and their career
progression, which is a key tool in
recruitment and retention.

Aligns with core competencies 
By providing descriptions and objectives
that align with core competencies, it is
simple for users to demonstrate
professional development and easily meet
their SRA requirements.


